
NNC Parking Strategy Clarification Queries

Query Response

Have recent occupancy surveys of the car parks been carried out? If not, should the survey 

method and costs be included in the quoted price?

Surveys have not been carried out.  Carrying out these surveys should be 

included in the quote.

Please confirm the level of detail for the ‘full business case’ for required investment. E.g. 

would this include prices for investment and return on investment to Green Book 

standard, or, a simpler understanding of the business case at the ‘feasibility’ level.

A green book standard business case is not required. NNC need a business 

case that will provide an evidence based approach to delivery of the parking 

strategy.

To what level of detail is information on “future customer behaviour including routes and 

where customers come from and for what purpose” required? Does NNHC have travel 

surveys, modelling data or another source of information for O/D trip data to inform this?

Surveys on customer behaviour etc. are not required as part of the quote. 

NNC do not have travel surveys, some information on parking can come 

from national trends and the strategy can be informed by current planning 

policy and future growth for which some traffic modelling is available. 

Please outline the level of detail expected for the specification of moving traffic offenses. 

E.g. will this be at the overview specification level to take forward to a larger procurement 

process, or, a detailed specification for procurement?

This would be an overview specification level which would identify 

opportunities and benefits that this might bring.

The scope requires a collated set of data regarding public and private parking information 

within North Northamptonshire. Please could you confirm whether this is limited to the 

locations where the Council currently operates off street car parks?

The scope is limited to the locations where the Council currently operates 

off street car parks but there needs to be an overview of private parking 

provision to inform the strategy.

Please could you provide further clarification on the level of data available in respect of 

historic trading information? Will this include parking data at ticket level if required from 

2019/20 onwards? 

Ticket and income data for the Council operated and charged car parks 

should be available but there will be limited data for the 2020 period during 

Covid.

Would it be possible to please provide the parking data for the on street charges around 

the car parks.

There are no on street charges in North Northamptonshire.

Please can you confirm if Question 5 - Social Value Question (Pass/Fail) has a word limit? Yes there is 1000 word limit.


